ABSTRACT Hot-carrier effects in FinFETs are investigated in terms of the fin width and a temperature. A non-local effect and the series resistance were found to be evident features that suppress hot-carrier effects for a narrower fin. Below 14nm of fin, bandgap widening caused by quantum confinement is an additional factor reducing multiplication. Unlike conventional hot-carrier behavior, the impact ionization rate is increased with the temperature increment for wide bias ranges, which degrades the hot-carrier reliability. The decrease of the energy relaxation mean free path is attributed to the increase of impact ionization at high temperatures. INTRODUCTION Multiple-gate FinFETs have been considered as attractive technology to substitute for a planar MOSFET due to their superior short channel characteristics and their conventional fabrication process [1]. Although the excellent substrate current (I SUB ) models have been developed for the planar MOSFET, a model for FinFETs has not been developed. Thus, a modeling of impact ionization in a FinFET is timely as well as essential. As the circuit operation temperature increases, hot-carrier effects (HCE) should be carefully examined to verify the usability of the classical I SUB model.
, the multiplication factor can be derived as and model of eq.(1) fits to the measured data well as shown in Fig. 7 . In W Fin <14nm, effective bandgap widening by quantum confinement can further suppress impact ionization as shown in Fig. 8 [5]. The factors influencing HCE are summarized in Fig. 9 .
B. Temperature dependence of impact ionization in FinFET:
Generally, I SUB is expected to decrease as the operating T increases. As T increases, λ e decreases due to phonon scattering, therefore I SUB should be reduced. Although the phonon scattering is clearly observed, however, the carrier multiplication is increased in FinFETs as shown in Fig. 10 . It is important to note that if λ e is reduced, the carrier energy gain can be reduced while the non-local carrier heating is relaxed. For λ≫λ e or local impact ionization, B i =B 0 (1+λ e /λ) is insensitive to variation in λ e thus reduced carrier energy results in I SUB suppression. For λ≪λ e or non-local impact ionization, however, a decreased B i with a decreasing λ e dominates I SUB behavior at an elevated T. Thus, the non-local carrier heating effect is gradually quenched, which increases impact ionization. As λ or W Fin decreases, T dependency becomes sensitive to variation of λ e as shown in Fig.  11 . The positive T dependency is observed for an overall gate bias, and it tends to be weaker as V D increases as shown in Figs. 12 and 13. At a lower V D , the most carriers have insufficient energy for impact ionization, and a small amount of carriers in high energy tail responds susceptibly to the quenched non-local effect at high T. The transition point to the new regime is extrapolated to V D =3.8V which is found to be W Fin independent. This voltage is comparable to the breakdown voltage, therefore, positive T dependence holds in all interested biases. In hot-carrier stress, a narrower fin shows better robustness to degradation, and an elevated T stress accelerates degradation as shown in Fig. 15 . The hot-carrier lifetime is projected for different T as shown in Fig. 16 . The high T stress shows worse lifetime compared to its room T counterpart, the deviation tends to increase as stress V D reduces. As the technology developments provide shorter dimensions and lower supply voltages, the acceleration stress should be set at a high temperature in order to project hot-carrier lifetime accurately. CONCLUSIONS Hot-carrier effects in FinFETs were investigated considering two aspects; fin width and temperature. As the device scales down, the increased effect of the series resistance and non-local carrier heating suppress the hot-carrier effects, and effective bandgap widening can further decrease the hot-carrier at ultrathin body regimes. However, as the operating temperature increases, non-local carrier heating tends to be quenched. As the driving voltage scales and the operating temperature increases, hot-carrier degradation is accelerated. Therefore acceleration stress should be carefully set at a high temperature.
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REFERENCES As the device scales, the fin width should be reduced in order to avoid short-channel effect. Therefore, the non-local effect, parasitic voltage drop, and bandgap widening can result in the suppression of hot-carrier effect. Fig. 1 . Schematic device structure of a multiple-gate body-tied FinFET. As the Si body (fin) is tied to the substrate, the impact ionization current (I SUB ) can be measured by its body contact. Fig. 2 . Simulation prediction of the peak electric field (E peak ). At a narrower fin, a parasitic voltage drop through the thin extension region gives rise to a significant decrease of E peak . Fig. 3 . Simulation prediction of the electric field for various W Fin . Although E peak is identical, the field gradient of a narrower fin is steeper than that of a wider fin. 
